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1/24/2022

1/27/2022 11:00 am EST

AIEthics World - AI and AI Ethics Leadership Course
Nividous - Getting started with Intelligent Automation - Identifying opportunities for early success and roadmap to scale
OneTrust - DSAR Automation: From Intake to Redaction and Beyond

1/27/2022 10:00 am CST

Technology Executive's Club - Talent Management Insights

1/31/2022 - 2/3/2022

LegalWeek New York 2022

4/27/2022 - 4/29/2022

AIIM Conference

1/27/2022 1:00 pm EST

DaysToHappy AI-Powered Virtual AsThis personable, accessible, and scalable virtual assistant requires no
sistant ‘Ava’ Changes Employee Beapp, no login, no email and no system integration.
havior Guaranteed
The switch also offers backplane stacking and centralized management,
Cisco Expands Catalyst Switch Line to
which enables customers to “stack up to eight switches and manage
Industrial Edge
them as one,” he wrote.
Diversio claims it combines AI, advanced data analytics, and knowlDiversio focuses on AI-enabled diveredgeable subject matter expertise to accurately diagnose an organizasity, equity, inclusion framework, gets
tion’s DEI pain points, benchmark against peers, and create robust ac$6.5M
tion plans to improve diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Its Team Radar feature is designed to gather internal team feedback
Chisel targets product managers with from sales leaders, UX leaders, engineering leaders, and marketing
new platform, raises $1.5M
leaders, with survey templates so that employees can help drive the
creation of new products.
"We pioneered the idea of The Customer Operating System™, with our
Medallia To Acquire Thunderhead, closed-loop customer engagement platform powered by continuous
Leader In Every-Channel Journey Or- listening, feedback, and learning, all actioned through our unique fuchestration
sion of journey orchestration and real-time interaction management
(RTIM),”
EMnify has created what it calls a “cellular supernetwork” that connects millions of IoT devices around the world, including electric vehiIoT connectivity startup EMnify raises cles, energy meters, alarm systems, GPS trackers and thermometers.
$57M in new funding
The company provides businesses with secure, reliable and borderless
cellular IoT connectivity in any location, enabling them to connect easily and scale up to thousands of devices globally.
Logitech announced the release of an update to its Sync device manLogitech Sync New Features Help IT
agement platform. The platform supports personal collaboration devicManage Personal Collaboration Dees and streamlines IT management of conference rooms and workvices
stations from a single cloud-based interface.

It is not just gaming and entertainment that stands to transform
and expand with the onset of the metaverse. Synchrony, a fully
VentureBeat - How emerging tech will infunctioning economy, and the interoperability of digital assets, influence freedom, industry, and money in
formation, and consumers means industries like supply chain manthe metaverse
agement, property sales, and even office workflows stand to benefit from developments related to the metaverse
Scarano poo-poos the notion that AI systems comprise anything
ZDNet - The never-ending effort to bake close to a "digital workforce," noting that "it's just a way to sell
common business sense into artificial in- more stuff. I can sell 50 digital workers rather than one system. But
telligence
digital workforce is just a bunch of code that does a specific task,
and that task can be repeatable, or be customized."
In 2030, p2p-based distributed apps could transform public transVentureBeat - 3 ‘dark’ trends likely to powportation, access to fresh food, healthcare, energy, elder-care,
er smart technology and communities by
journalism, policing, and beyond. Wise leaders will recognize the
2030
value of smart communities and build into the trend
Digital Journal - Email Marketing Platforms The market report primarily will help you to realize and find out
Market May See a Big Move | Major Gi- the most forbidding and upsetting driving powers of Email Marants MailChimp, VerticalResponse, Emma, keting Platforms in marketplace with anticipating the consequencConstant Contact
es on the worldwide industry
“In order to maximize productivity of their existing IT staff, CIOs
Computerworld - Talent war to push CIOs
will be outsourcing more to free up time, training existing staff in
toward consultancies, managed services in
the desired skills and hiring consultants to fulfill critical skilled
'22
roles. This will last at least through 2022.”
The digital twin market is likely to grow as the focus on Industry
TMCNET - Digital Twin Market Size is Pro4.0 grows. Digital Twin enables a more virtual system-based design
jected To Reach USD 5545.2 Million By
process, allowing any equipment or system to play a much more
2028 At A Cagr of 15.9%- Valuates Reports
active part.
The EU AI Act is expected to be implemented by 2023, and it will
change how businesses develop and utilize AI. Any business that
Forbes - Six Steps To Execute Responsible offers an AI application to EU citizens or organizations will need to
AI In The Enterprise
ensure its applications are aligned with EU Charter of Rights and
other various laws, including ones in relation to discrimination and
privacy.
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